John Locke (29 August 1632 – 28 October 1704) was an English philosopher and physician. Locke is regarded as one of the most influential of Enlightenment thinkers and known as the "Father of Classical Liberalism". His work greatly affected the development of epistemology and political philosophy. His writings influenced Voltaire and Rousseau, many Scottish Enlightenment thinkers, as well as the American revolutionaries. His contributions to classical republicanism and liberal theory are reflected in the United States Declaration of Independence. This collection includes the following 7 classical works by Locke: Two Treatises on Government: Book I - Of Government, Two Treatises on Government: Book II - Of Civil Government, The Fundamental Constitutions of Carolina, A Letter Concerning Toleration, An Essay Concerning Human Understanding, Some Thoughts Concerning Education, Some Considerations of the Consequences of the Lowering of Interest and the Raising the Value of Money. Links to free audiobook versions of the following 4 works are also included: Two Treatises on Government: Book I - Of Government, Two Treatises on Government: Book II - Of Civil Government, A Letter Concerning Toleration, An Essay Concerning Human Understanding.
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**Customer Reviews**
This is the source from which flowed many of the ideas now ensconced in the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution of the United States. Locke’s works, especially his Second Treaties, are often referred to and mentioned in other historical volumes, but reading the material firsthand is like taking a deep breath of air straight from an oxygen bottle. Every patriot who desires to be properly prepared to resist the looming tyranny in our own country needs to read this volume.

Anytime I find a book containing the works of John Locke, I get excited. He has, along with other great thinkers such as Kant and John Stuart Mill, influenced my perception and understanding of the world. Whether its politics or philosophy or social justice, Locke always had something intriguing to say. So, I can easily say that this book was an intellectual treat for me. Although, I haven’t been able to completely appreciate every word within it due to my lifestyle, I have consumed it well enough to know that this is exactly the kind of collection that I needed. Plus the links to free audio books have been extremely useful. I rate it exactly as the works of John Locke should be rated—5 stars. Thanks for this amazing collection.

The problem is that in a Kindle it is very difficult to search for well known extracts. No index

A reading that all history buffs need to read.

Again I say read Locke!
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